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a crowned Champion in Buster
Sherman-Boyd, but the race was
still on for the remaining podium
placing.
Max Robinson, Jack Hamilton
and Alfie Flynn had it all to play for
with only a few points separating
the trio.
Hamilton set a very fast pace
from the offset, the clear winner
in all 3 races. In race 1 Sherman-Boyd and Flynn battled hard
for the runner-up spot in a race
long duel.
While there was little to separate the pair, just 0.5sec at the
line, Sherman-Boyd just nabbed
it. Flynn has demonstrated great
progression during his ‘Rookie’
season and has marked himself
a serious contender for 2021. Six
year old Max Robinson had a lonely race running 4th, just losing the
tow of the duel in front. In races 2
and 3 there was little change at the
front, however a fall for Robinson in
race 3 saw Jake Johnston benefit
with valuable points rewarding him
with 4th Overall on the day.
Tommy Ferris, Beau McCrory,
Ryan Glasgow, Rachel Hamilton
and Sister Emily, Alyssa Curry, Cathal Casey and Shea Elliott all put
in fantastic effort across the field.
The controlled class has shown
promise for 2021 with no less than
18 point scorers.
The Championship concluded
with Buster Sherman-Boyd on
145pts, Jack Hamilton on 99pts
and Alfie Flynn on 87pts.

As with the BamBammer’s, the
Road Racing Ireland supported
Junior Gearbox Class had a clear
favourite with Balscadden’s Finnan Wherity leading the charge
throughout the season. Wherity
would have to rely on his wealth
of experience as his fellow competitors were up for the challenge
and brought the race to him. Full of
confidence following a visit to BMB
a few weeks earlier it was Freddie
Cooke who would relegate the
Championship leader to second
in race 1, pulling an impressive
gap. Wherity recovered in races
2 and 3 running in more familiar
surroundings at the front of the
125cc powered pack with Cooke
and Alex McCalmont 2nd and 3rd
respectively. Mechanical issues
played havoc with Cooke’s 3rd
race but success in the earlier part
of the day had earned him enough
points to hold off McCalmont for
2nd Overall on the day. Alex, in
only his first season of competition, ended the day on a high eager to build on his experience and
success and demonstrated what
can be achieved with a positive
attitude. The Championship title
has a worthy recipient in Finnan
Wherity with Freddie Cooke 2nd
and Matt Davidson 3rd.
The absence of Championship
leader Jack Ferris in the Irish
Motorbike & Scooter Show supported Junior Elite 2-stroke Class
shuffled the pack and made for
very entertaining racing with each

Luke Johnston took the Stock 140cc Class Championship by the slimmest of margins of one point from
James Thompson.
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Pit Bikes
keep show
on the road
IN the absence of most of the
scheduled Irish motorcycle racing
season due to the pandemic, it
was left to the Pit-Bikes to steal
the show, and run a good bit of
their season, and the IMC must
be proud of the way that they
persevered with the running of
their events
Indeed some of our own clubs
could take a leaf from their book,
when it comes to running events.
I am grateful to my esteemed
colleague Baylon McCaughey
for bringing you the reports of the
events that I unfortunately couldn’t
get to, and he was on hand to see
the finale of the season, and his
reports just show how important
these events are to the future of
our adult sport.
The 2020 Irish Minibike Championship Season concluded exactly
as it began – with a BAM at Nutts
Corner Karting Centre, where
neither the morning drizzle nor the
oil spill stoppage could dampen
the spirit of the paddock and the
season finale was everything it
promised to be, fast-paced, action-packed, down to the wire and
mighty good craic.
The BamBammer’s took the
honours of opening proceedings
at RD1 on July 18th (the first
motorsport event in Ireland) and
albeit unplanned, and as if by fate,
took the final flag at the 6th and
final IMC event of 2020. Going
into the finale the VW Audi Bitz
supported BamBam Class had
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Cookstown
pencilled in
to kickstart
the season

Open Class champion James Thompson leads the field during race three. Photos: Baylon McCaughey
contender eager to prove their
worth. Contender Mark Carey
had a great start to the day taking
maximum points in race 1 but was
pipped in races 2 and 3 by Ross
Moore. In race 3 the calibre of our
youth was showcased perfectly
by Isaac Mark, Ewan Waddell and
Joey Ferris as they went wheel to
wheel on their 65cc machines with
just 0.4sec separating the trio at
the line. Mark Carey succeeded
in amassing enough points to
secure the 2-stroke Championship
title with Jack Ferris 2nd and Ross
Moore in 3rd.
In the Irish Motorbike & Scooter Show supported Junior Elite
4-stroke class it was Brian Hamilton onboard his KAYO 150cc
machine who took the honours in
races 1 and 2. USBK Junior Cup
competitor Kai McClintock wasn’t
far off the pace mixing with the
65cc machines and producing
comparable lap times.
Fionn O’Connell, Reece Lennox and Matthew Curry earned
themselves some valuable points,
continuing to chip away at their lap
times each outing. Ruben Sherman-Boyd, missing from the grid
in race 1 made a tentative return
in race 2 and returned to familiar
pace in race 3 to claim the 4stroker points. Final Championship
Standings saw Sherman-Boyd
finish on 108pts, Hamilton 75pts
and McClintock 66.
The WJ Scarlett & Son supported Junior Mini GP Championship
went down to the wire with 13 year
old Brian Hamilton and Ruben
Sherman-Boyd taking to the grid
equal on points. Hamilton crossed
the line in race 1 unchallenged,
Sherman-Boyd somewhat ten-

tative on his return to the track
following a training injury.
Race 2 couldn’t have been
closer with just 0.1sec between
the pair as they crossed the line,
Hamilton the victor. In race 3 the
tables turned, and Sherman-Boyd
put in a gritty performance to
cross the line ahead of the 2020
Championship Winner.
Fionn O’Connell was again consistent onboard his Bucci machine
chased hard by Finnan Wherity
in all 3 races. Cody Miskelly was
unfortunate in race 1 but grabbed
some valuable championship
points in races 2 and 3.
2020 was the first full season
of the Junior Mini GP Class and
with no less than 11 names on the
leader-board, and 2021 is sure to
see the grids increase.
The WJ Scarlett & Son supported Junior Mini GP Championship
concluded with Brian Hamilton
amassing 115pts, Ruben Sherman-Boyd 2nd with 110pts and
Finnan Wherity in 3rd with 66.

Close racing produces close
championships’, and this extended across all classes, but particularly in The Eurol Ireland supported
Stock 140cc Class.
Despite a disappointing start
to his 2020 campaign Mondello
Masters contender Luke Johnston
finished on a high, albeit by the
slightest of margins, points really
do make prizes with Johnston
snatching the Championship from
James Thompson by 1 point.
A strong finish by Callum Clint in
the final race of the season, which
was most definitely one of the most
enthralling to date and while it may
not have been enough to impact
on the championship standings,
it sure marked him as a serious
contender for 2021. Championship
standings conclude with Luke
Johnston 1st with 109pts, James
Thompson 2nd with 108 and Gareth Morrell 3rd with 82.
The 2019 Hillhead Sheds supported Stock 140cc Vets Champion saw Kelan Smith make it a

Motorbike show postponed
WE have just entered our second serious lockdown, and while we
are not yet into November, we have already seen the first faller of the
2021 season, with the postponement of the popular Irish Motorbike
and Scooter show, that runs bi-annually in the RDS.
The organisers issued the following statement: We’ve re-scheduled the Carole Nash Irish Motorbike & Scooter Show to the 4-6
of March 2022 due to the ongoing Covid19 situation. We’re really
looking forward to welcoming the 25,000 enthusiastic visitors,
100+ exhibitors, AMD custom bike builders, stunt riders, and all
the entertainment you’ve all come to enjoy over the last 17 years
to what promises to be the biggest show yet. In the meantime stay
subscribed to our social media feeds because when you love bikes
as much as we do you’ll appreciate that we may well do one or
two things that you’ll want to know about between now and then!

clean sweep bar one when he was
unable to attend the final event
of the season. Kelan retained
the championship with 125pts,
Michael Thompson secured 2nd
with 95pts and Geordie Barrett 3rd
with a total of 79pts.
The decision to introduce The
Hillhead Sheds supported Open
Group 2 into the Championship
at RD2 proved a popular move
attracting some 29-point scorers
throughout the season.
Mark Johnston earned the honour of being the first title holder
scoring a total of 82pts across the
5 rounds on board his Honda CRF
150cc machine. Keeping it in the
family was Terry Murphy, brother of
Stock Group 2 Champion Michael,
who secured 2nd with 73pts. Chris
McKay celebrated 3rd overall with
a final score of 52pts.
The Martha Beatty supported
Senior Stock 140cc Class Group
2 had a clear front-runner for the
championship bringing a close
to a very successful season for
Michael Murphy. A mixed bag of
results for newcomer Sam Baxter
were enough to secure 2nd in
the championship with fellow
newcomer and MX convert Jeff
Quilter securing an impressive 3rd
in his ‘Rookie’ season despite not
scoring any points at RD3.
The Stock Classes combined
have in excess of 100 names listed on the standings table, proof
if needed, that the popularity of
Minibike Racing is soaring.
David Sherman was crowned
Martha Beatty supported Senior
Mini GP Champion with Darren
McCardle and Andrew Willis runners-up with 110pts, 77pts and
50pts respectively. A class we

hope to see grow, it was incorporated into the Stock Group 2
Class which made for great racing
throughout the field and we hope
to attract more to the Mini GP style
machine as we move into 2021.
And so, despite the changed
world we all found ourselves in,
some sense of normality and
escape was made possible when
the IMC Family pulled together to
enjoy a revised, but incredibly fun
and competitive 2020 season. We
are indebted to our support system
of Sponsors, Circuit Managers,
Medical Team, Marshalls and the
many photographers and press
outlets. We hope to carry that support into next season and beyond.
Never a team to sit back and
rest on their well-earned laurels
they are already hard at work pulling together plans for 2021. The
team are also presently trawling
the applications for the Inaugural
Dualways – IMC Scholarship which
closes on 1st November.
One lucky youth competitor will
avail the use of a 10TEN 140R machine together with free entries to
all IMC 2021 events. Applications
can be found on The IMC website.
To date The IMC have introduced a youth progression
program; a Scholarship for progression within the Championship,
and by teaming up with Dualways
it has provided a unique opportunity for graduation to Short Circuit
competition with The Baylon McCaughey Scholarship, and as if it
couldn’t get any better – plans will
soon be unveiled for – oh wait – it’s
a surprise! Stay tuned for the yet
another unrivalled opportunity to
join The IMC Family.
Keep ‘er lit!

Mark Carey took the Junior Elite 2-stroke Class Championship.

Finnan Wherity was a worthy winner of the Junior Gearbox Championship.

THE proposed 2021 road
race dates have appeared
on social media, with
Cookstown starting proceedings on the weekend
of 23/24th April, followed
by Tandragee the following
weekend 30th April and
1st May.
The North West runs
from 11-15th May, with Kells
starting off a long and busy
Southern season on 19/20th
June.
The Munster 100 is next
on 26/27th June, with Skerries scheduled for 3/4th July.
Walderstown follows as
usual the following weekend
10/11th July, with Faugheen
on 17/18th July, and we’re
back to the hills of Antrim for
the Armoy Race of Legends
on 30/31st July.
It is somewhat frustrating to see that there will be
no road races after that,
with no dates applied for
either the Ulster Grand Prix
or East Coast, but couldn’t
these dates be spread out
to spare riders the massive
expense of almost continuous racing from the North
West in May, and providing
the TT runs, almost straight
through to the end of July?
There is no doubt that
some events will suffer,
as we may also have the
Southern 100 in the mix
between Skerries and
Walderstown, and while
the race fans have been
starved of racing this year,
I have no doubt that should
a vaccination be even
found for COVID, there
will be a lot of riders and
race fans that have been
out of work, and will not be
able to fork out the money
needed to travel, or keep
bikes going.
There are already strong
rumours coming from
friends in the Isle of Man
that the TT will not take
place in 2021, and while I
stress that these are just
rumours, the main hospital
in the Island, Nobles, is
stretched enough at the
best of times to cope
during the TT, and should
the pandemic still be
alive come June, I have
no doubt that the Manx
Government will have no
choice but to look after
their own residents, as
they have kept the virus
off the Island now for over
130 days, and won’t want
40,000 race fans invading
the island from all over Europe, and most definitely
there will be fans who will
carry the virus with them,
albeit unintentionally.

